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What an amazing day!
Seminar on Thyroid Disease, Vaccination and Nutrition
with Dr Jean Dodds/USA
by Brigitte Mordan-Grimm
Welcoming over 130 participants from 6 different
countries, the Eurasier Society UK held a large,
international seminar at Stoneleigh Park on
Hypothyroidism, Vaccination and Nutrition by
world-renowned US expert Dr Jean Dodds. We also
had the benefit of a short presentation by Dr Lorna
Kennedy, a UK-based scientist from the University
of Manchester on the genetics of thyroid disease in
dogs and the likelihood of the availability of a
genetic test for it. It was an inspiring and highly
informative day. A big ‘Thank You’ to Junior
Hudson, the Eurasier Health Coordinator, for
putting so much work into organizing this event,
and to all the volunteers who helped to run it so
smoothly.
Some of the written feedback received: "Thank you
for a brilliant day yesterday. My head was spinning
full of information by the end! I was really pleased I

came, it was very well organised with a lovely
buffet and very friendly people. " JA DipCAPBT
(COAPE)
" I am writing to say thank you to the Eurasier
Society for organizing the Dr Jean Dodds seminar
yesterday. I attended along with 4 other members
from our breed and without exception we were all
enthralled with the information that this amazing
lady brought to us. Also thank you for the lovely
lunch and the continuously available drinks etc., all
of which were very much appreciated. It is the most
expensive seminar I have ever paid for but I must
say it was worth every penny and should you be
inviting Dr Dodds to the UK again in the future (I
know I speak for all of us) we would love to have
the opportunity to attend. Thank you again to you
and the Eurasier Society for a most informative
day." MS
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